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Abstract
Although they highlight the Norse (religious) term *siðr* ‘custom’ and its cognates, some researchers of pre-Christian Scandinavia suggest that the concept of religion involves a Christocentric discourse and should be used cautiously, or even only for Christianity. Some scholars therefore recommend a categorical distinction between pre-Christian (religious) *siðr* and Christian religion. This paper contributes to this ongoing discussion. I argue that while it is meaningful to highlight the term *siðr* and its cognates, the distinction between pre-Christian *siðr* and medieval Christian religion is problematic. 1) While *siðr* had various meanings in vernacular language, the current debate emphasises only its religious aspect, thus turning the indigenous term into an implicit etic concept. 2) The word *siðr* and its cognates were also used in medieval Scandinavian languages as designations for Christianity, and hence, the categorisation of pre-Christian *siðr* and medieval Christian religion is misleading. 3) The distinction between popular *siðr* and formal religion is fundamentally based on the two-tier model of popular/folk religion–religion. 4) The vernacular (religious) word *siðr* in the sense of ‘religious customs, the religious aspects of the conventional way of life’ and the heuristic category of (lived) religion are in fact complementary in the study of religion in both Viking and medieval Scandinavia.
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During 1 the Viking Age and early Middle Ages, roughly between AD 800 and 1200, 2 Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Iceland (hereinafter referred to collectively as Scandinavia) were transformed into medieval Christian

---

1 This work was sponsored by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond / The Swedish Foundation for Humanities and Social Sciences.
2 I use ‘Viking Age’ for the period spanning the late 8th to the mid-11th century, and the ‘Middle Ages’ or ‘medieval period’ for the period from the mid-11th century to the early 16th century.
states. One of the key agents of this change was the Catholic Church, both
in building up the organisation of the state and in terms of religion, as Old
Norse religion\textsuperscript{3} was abandoned and replaced by Roman Catholic Christian-
ity. This is commonly referred to as a shift in religion. But is this concept
appropriate? In recent years some researchers of Merovingian and Viking
Age Scandinavia have stated that the concept of religion is Christocentric
and thus inadequate for studies of pre-Christian Scandinavia. But what
does this actually mean? Were the sacrifices to the gods for a good harvest
on Viking Age farms and sanctuaries not expressions of religion? Were the
Odin-worshipping warriors not religious? Did pre-Christian divination,
magic, eschatology, and much else have nothing to do with religion?

This critique of the concept of \textit{religion} is part of a general ongoing inter-
national discussion about the possibility of using such Western concepts
and categories in the study of non-Western or pre-Christian European socie-
ties. In its modern form \textit{religion} is a Western concept that originated from a
Christocentric discourse. Thus, some scholars argue, \textit{religion} presupposes,
for example, a church-like institution and denotes a theological, essentialistic
monolith separated from other dimensions of society (for an overview of
this debate see King 1999, McCutcheon 2000, Saler 2000, Jensen 2003, J. Z.
Smith 2004, Cox 2007). This has even led some researchers to suggest that
\textit{religion} should be abandoned as an academic concept (cf. Fitzgerald 1997).

It is this debate that some researchers have transferred to research into
pre-Christian Scandinavia.\textsuperscript{4} However, these scholars do not argue that the
concept of \textit{religion} should be completely excluded from academic nomen-
clature, but rather that since \textit{religion} involves a problematic Christocentric
discourse, the concept should be used cautiously or even only regarding
Christianity. Accordingly, scholars of the latter opinion recommend a cat-
egorical distinction between medieval Christian \textit{religion} and pre-Christian
\textit{customs} corresponding to the Old Norse (= ON.) term \textit{siðr}, the Old Swedish
(= OSw.) \textit{siper}, ‘custom’, and their cognates.

\textsuperscript{3} The concept of \textit{Old Norse religion} was originally based on the linguistic concept of \textit{Old
Norse languages}, referring to the Nordic-Germanic languages spoken in Scandinavia during
the Viking Age and the early medieval period (evident in Norse literature from Iceland and
Norway, and on Viking Age rune stones from Norway, Denmark, and Sweden). \textit{Old Norse
religion} thus referred to the pre-Christian religion practised by peoples speaking Old Norse
languages during this era (Nordberg 2012: 122–130).

\textsuperscript{4} See, for example, Bredholt Christensen 1998, Jennbert 2000, Blomkvist 2002, 2009, Svanberg
The present paper is primarily a contribution to this ongoing discussion within the research into pre-Christian and medieval Scandinavia. Its main focus is on the academic usage of ON. siðr, OSw. síþer, and cognates, and the suggested categorical distinction between pre-Christian siðr/síþer and medieval Catholic Christian religion. However, since the paper indirectly touches on the extensive debate on the concept and category of religion, I should clarify that I use religion as a heuristic cultural-historical concept (cf. Saler 2000, Jensen 2003, J. Z. Smith 2004, Shilbrach 2010, 2012) and, as the reader will observe, I occasionally also use the variant lived religion throughout the paper.

Many students of religion have dealt with the relationship between the forms of religion upheld by official religious institutions such as the church and the day-to-day religion of common people which largely lacked official sanction, or so-called ethnic/vernacular/indigenous religions without explicit religious institutions (cf. Vrijhof & Waardenburg (eds) 1979, Badone (ed.) 1990, Anttonen 1992, 2004, Jolly 1996, Pysiäinen 2004, Rydving 2004). During the second half of the 20th century these forms were usually conceptualised as (official) religion, and popular or folk religion. Recognising that there are several problems involved in this dichotomy of religion – popular or folk religion, scholars such as David Hall (1997), Robert Orsi (2002), Meredith McGuire (2008), and others instead used lived religion as an inclusive category comprising all the religious aspects of life. Starting from the perspective of the interplay between personal agency and larger common structures, the study of lived religion is thus the study of religion both inside and outside formal religious institutions, among lay people and religious experts, in both the private and public spheres. It involves the religious aspects of everyday life and those of formal festivals and special events, and it includes both personal beliefs and official theology, as well as mundane routines and official ceremonial. In my view, therefore, the concept of lived religion is very useful even in studies of pre-Christian and medieval Scandinavia.

From Viking Age siðr to medieval Christian religion?

All the researchers who highlight the vernacular world siðr and the problems involved in using religion as a heuristic concept in studies of pre-Christian Scandinavia maintain that Christianisation represented the introduction of Catholic Christian religion. Some scholars maintain that it even represented the introduction of religion per se. For example, Gunnar Nordanskog argues
that Christianisation should not be regarded as ‘a shift in religion’ from ‘one religion to another’, but rather as ‘the introduction of a new element in society in the form of an institutionalised religion’ (Nordanskog 2006, 30f., my translation). A similar view is held by Lars Ersgård, who states that ‘the Christianisation process … can no longer be regarded as a simple shift in religion. Paganism and Christianity are … not equivalent and comparable units.’ Neil Price claims that religion is ‘a concept that no longer seems to work at all for the Viking Age’ (Price 2002, 15) and suggests that the modern notion of pre-Christian Scandinavian religion may fundamentally be a strategic invention by Christian missionaries, who constructed the idea of a coherent non-Christian ‘religion’ from diverse vernacular customs (i.e. ON. siðr) as a counterpart to the medieval Christian religion (Price 2013, 165). Fredrik Svanberg states that religion is unsuitable ‘for use as a descriptive or analytical category when trying to understand lifeways in Scandinavia before the introduction of Christianity’ (Svanberg 2003, 143f.). And in his series of studies of the Christianisation of the Swedish island of Gotland Torsten Blomkvist applies the concept of religion only to ‘the period spanning the Christianisation period … and the Middle Ages’ (2002, 2009, quotation 2002, 194), since the vernacular languages in pre-Christian Scandinavia lacked a word directly corresponding to religion, and Blomkvist considers it ‘impossible to have notions specifying a certain concept if the concept does not exist’ (2009, 196).

Regarding the latter argument, it is of course true that people in pre-Christian Scandinavia lacked many words and concepts signifying certain phenomena that have only been conceptualised in Western discourses. Even the concepts of gender, economy, politics, and intersectionality, for example, are Western constructs, just as religion is. As such, however, they refer to phenomena that exist or are supposed to exist in some form. This is what makes the concepts relevant. If applicable, they make the objects of our studies more intelligible (cf. Jensen 2001, Schilbrach 2010). It is, I argue, in this context that the issue of siðr and religion should be viewed. As mentioned, some scholars who conceptualise medieval Christianity as religion also argue that the same concept is problematic or even completely inapplicable in studies of pre-Christian Scandinavia, since the vernacular languages lacked any equivalent word. Nevertheless, if we were to adhere fully to this line of reasoning, we should not even apply the concept of religion in studies of medieval Christian Scandinavia, since no such equivalent is found in the vernacular languages of this period either.

5 Ersgård 2006, 29f., from Swedish ‘[ett] perspektiv på kristnandeprocessen under vikingatid/tidig medeltid där denna inte längre kan betraktas som ett enkelt skifte av religioner. Hedendom resp. kris-
tendom är i detta perspektiv inte några likvärdiga och jämförbara enheter’.
The common people in medieval Scandinavia certainly did not use the loan word *religion*. The word *religion*, from the Latin *religio*, originated in Roman culture, where it had several parallel meanings, though it was often associated with ceremonial and cultic activities. From there *religio* was adopted by some early church apologists before it gradually fell out of use.6 Today’s meanings of *religion* in Christian discourse emerged during the 16th century, when the concept was adopted by reformers such as Zwingli and Calvin, with the meanings ‘feeling of piety’ and ‘(personal) devotion’. During the 17th century it was also used in the sense of ‘a religious system’: first among Protestants, above all as philosophically cohesive systems; and later among Catholics as systematised external patterns of religious life (W. C. Smith 1978, 19–50, J. Z. Smith 2004). Thus, although Christianity was gradually introduced to Scandinavia between the 9th and 11th centuries, the term *religion* was not used as a common denotation for Christianity in Latin or in the vernacular languages before the Protestant Reformation.7 Indeed, the vernacular words used to encompass the Catholic *traditio*, i.e. theology, liturgy, ceremonial, and popular traditions, etc., in medieval Scandinavia were precisely the same as those previously denoting the pre-Christian religious traditions: ON. *siðr*, OSw. *siþer* (‘custom’), medieval Swedish (= MSw.) *sedh*, and ON. *siðvenja*, MSw. *sedhvenia* (‘ingrained custom’).

**From pagan to Christian *siðr* in Old Norse literature**

Many students of Viking Age Scandinavia stress that people of this period viewed their religious traditions as part of their *siðr*, their ‘custom’. Occasionally, some researchers add that *siðr* also denotes Christianity in some Norse sources. In my view this rather parenthetical reference to the latter meaning is somewhat misleading, since the number of references to medieval Catholic traditions is about the same as the number of occurrences of *siðr* referring to pre-Christian religious customs.

---

6 From the 5th century *religion* was sporadically used to denote the ceremonial way of life in monasteries or ritual and ritualistic behaviour in general. It is in this sense that the word *religion* is used in the Gothic historian Jordanes’ description of the way in which the pagan Germanic Goths worshipped Mars (Wotan) in the 41st chapter of *De origine actibusque Getarum*, (or *Getica*), written at some point shortly after AD 551. cf. Jordanes, *Getica* ch. 41, 1997, 48f.

7 Consequently, the word *religion* is not found in *Ordbok over det norrøne prosasprog* ['Dictionary of Old Norse Prose’]. The oldest evidence in Swedish sources dates from 1539, cf. *Konung Gustaf den förstes registratur*, 12: 256, ‘[Att ni] skole ware wår konungzlige budt hörige och lydige, både vtij the Werdzlige saker, så och vtij religionen’. See SAOB entry: ‘religion’.
The earliest evidence of *siðr* is found in medieval manuscripts from the 13th century, but it is commonly agreed that these texts are also relevant to our understanding of vernacular language and words in the Viking Age. During this period and in the medieval era *siðr* (or its cognates) was used very broadly to mean a ‘way of life, cultural/social/judicial/religious custom’, etc. (cf. Sundqvist 2005 for a semantic overview). When the text emphasises the religious aspects of *siðr*, the term is often preceded by a modifier to indicate whether it refers to old pre-Christian or new Christian religious customs. Instances of the former include, for example, *hæiðin sið* (acc. sing. ‘pagan custom’), *hæiðinna manna sið* (acc. sing. ‘pagan men’s custom’), *forn siðr* (nom. sing. ‘old custom’), *norrænum sið* (acc. sing. ‘Norse custom’), *fornra manna sid* (dat. pl. ‘old customs’), etc. Occasionally even the alternative compound *siðvenja* ‘ingrained custom’ was used in similar contexts (Fritzner 1896 entry ‘*siðr*’, ONPS entry ‘*siðr*’, ‘*siðvenja*’).

The earliest evidence of *siðr* signifying ‘religion’ or ‘religious practice’ is from the latter part of the 10th century in a *Lausavísa* (no. 10) by skald Hallfrøðr Óttarsson. Here *siðr* refers to Christianity, which had just been introduced (Skj. B1, 159, my translation following Finnur Jónsson):

Sá ‘s með Sygna ræsi
siðr, at blót eru kvíðjuð;
verðum flest at forðask
fornhaldin sköp norna;
léta allir ýtar
Óðins zett fyr róða;
verðk ok neyðdr frá Njarðar
niðum Krist at biðja.

The current custom [siðr] with the ruler of the Sogn people that sacrifices are forbidden, that we must refrain from all the rules of the Norns that we previously believed in; all people are now abandoning the lineage of Oðinn, even I am forced away from the descendant of Njórð to worship Christ.

There are some additional examples of *siðr* signifying pre-Christian and Christian religion in 12th-century skaldic poetry. For example, in the anonymous Ólafs drápa Tryggvasonar (stanza 10), which relates the actions taken by the Norwegian king Ólafr Tryggvason to convert Norway, the skald states (Skj. B1. 569, my translation):

[...]

lyð gat lodungið ráða,
landherr frá sið vondum
þá hvarf allr ok illum,
óllit, godum nitti.

Forcefully, the lord ruled over the people, then the entire population turned its back on the terrible custom [siðr] and renounced the evil gods.
At approximately the same time the skald Einarr Skúlason called Christianity (gen. sing.) siðar heilags (‘the holy custom’), in stanza 3 of the poem Geisli from 1153 (Skj. B1. 427). Similar expressions also appear in some Scandinavian provincial laws. For example, the Norwegian medieval law of the Eidsiva thing (Chapter 24), stipulates: ‘No man shall keep in his house an image of a pagan god [staf] or an altar [stalli], magic or sacrifices [vit eða blot], or that which belongs to pagan custom [til hæiðins siðar].’ (Eidsifajningslag: Kristinn réttir hinn forní, Chapter 24. In NGL 1, 383). This law is preserved in manuscripts dating from the early 14th century.

Expressions such as ‘new custom’ and ‘Christian custom’ occur in prose manuscripts dating back as far as the early 13th century, while ‘old custom’, ‘pagan custom’, etc. first occur in 14th-century manuscripts. The reason for this seemingly reverse order may be that the oldest manuscripts include homilies and other Christian literature. But this may also indicate something about the modifiers assigned to siðr. It is plausible that expressions such as forn siðr gained extra authority even in pre-Christian times because forn referred to the customs of previous generations. However, it is equally possible that modifiers such as ‘old’ and ‘pagan’ were first added during the Middle Ages when the need arose to distinguish between the old pagan and new Christian customs.

The use of ON. siðr in the sense of ‘Christian religion’ is extremely well documented in Old Norse texts from the early 13th century to the 14th century. Much evidence has been chronologically compiled in Ordhog over det norrøne prosasprog (‘Dictionary of Old Norse Prose’ = OPNS). Some examples are: goþa siþo (acc. pl. ‘good customs’); helgom sipom (dat. pl. ‘holy customs’); cristins siþar (gen. sing. ‘Christian custom’); goþom siþom (dat. pl. ‘good customs’); cristnir siðir (nom. pl. ‘Christian customs’); sið cristinna manna (acc. sing. ‘Christian men’s custom’); kristni ok òllum góþom sipom (dat. pl. ‘all good Christian customs’); nýian sip (acc. sing. ‘new custom’); retta tru ok goða siðu (acc. pl. ‘correct faith and good customs’); hann var prestr oc follcominn i goþom sidom (dat. pl. ‘he was a priest and he was impeccable in good customs’); þeim retta siðu (acc. pl. ‘the correct customs’); heilog trúa ok réttir siðir (nom. pl. ‘holy faith and correct customs’); kristni ok rétttra siða (gen. pl. ‘Christian and correct customs’); med nyium sið ok boðorðum (acc. sing. ‘with new custom and new laws’); etc. (ONPS entry ‘siðr’). Johan Fritzner gives further examples: einn sið at trúa á guð fóður (acc. sing. ‘a custom, to believe in God the Father’); góðum siðum prestsins (dat. pl. ‘the priest’s good customs’); ceztu trúar kristins siðar (gen. sing. ‘the best belief in Christian custom’); hins núja siðar, er goðin haða reiðzt (gen. sing. ‘his new customs,’
which has made the gods angry’); nýjan sið at bjóða mönnum aðra trú (acc. sing. ‘a new custom to impose on people a different faith’); and í kristnum sið (dat. sing. ‘in Christian custom [in Christendom]’ (Fritzner 1896, 229).

The shift in religion as siðaskipti a ‘shift in custom’ in Old Norse literature
The lived religion was spoken of as ‘custom’ in the Scandinavian vernacular languages both in pre-Christian times and during the Catholic Middle Ages. It is therefore logical that the actual shift in religion was described in Old Norse literature as a shift in custom.

There are many examples: in Laxdœla saga Chapter 33 ‘my mind forebodes me, that by that time a shift in custom [siðaskipti] will have come about, and your husband will have adopted this custom [peim sið], that we will think is much more exalted’ (ÍF 5, 1984, 90), and in Chapter 40, ‘King Óláfr ordered a shift in custom [bauð siðaskipti] in Norway’ (ÍF 5, 1984, 116); in Færeyinga saga Chapter 30 ‘Then Sigmundr said: “I also want to inform you that I have changed custom [at ek hefir tekit siðaskipti] and that I am a Christian man [maðr kristinn] and that I have undertaken Oláfr’s task and message to convert all the people on the [Faroe] Islands to the true faith [til rétrar trúar]’” (ÍF 25, 2006, 71) and Chapter 36 ‘“You have often brought shame upon me,” said Þrandr. “And that you forced me to change custom [til siðaskiptis] is what vexes me the most that I allowed myself to be suppressed into doing”’ (ÍF 25, 2006, 79); in Brennu-Njáls saga Chapter 100, ‘It was also said that there had been a shift in custom [siðaskipti] in Norway and that they had rejected the former superstition [forna átrúnaði], and that the King had converted Vestlandet [south-western Norway], Shetland, Orkney and the Faroe Islands to Christianity’ (ÍF 12, 1954, 255); in the sixth chapter of Þorsteins þátr uxafóts, ‘You probably must also adopt a shift in custom [taka siðaskipti] and that custom [sá siðr] is much better for those who adopt it’ (ÍF 13, 1991, 354); in Þiðranda þátr ok þórhalls, ‘It seems to me that a shift in custom [siða skipti] will come to pass in the future and that a better custom [siðr betri] may come to this country’ (Þiðranda þátr ok þórhalls 1961, 149). Additional examples are found in the ONPS entry ‘siða-skifti’.

The formula ‘good old Christian ingrained customs’ in medieval Swedish sources
There is no Swedish equivalent to the rich Old Norse skaldic and saga corpus from Iceland and Norway, but the terms OSw. sîfer, MSw. sedli (‘custom’),
and *sedhvenia* (‘ingrained custom’, hereinafter translated as ‘custom’) do occur in other types of Swedish document in the sense of ‘Christian religion’. As far as I know, the earliest mention is in the provincial law of the island of Gotland, *Gutalagen*, which states that fines are stipulated for a person who is caught making an invocation or sacrifice *sum ai fylgir cristnum siþi*, ‘that does not follow Christian custom’ (*Gutalagen* I:4, 1852, 14). The *Gutalagen* is thought to have been written down in the early 13th century, although its oldest surviving manuscript dates from the mid-14th century. There are additional Swedish examples in Christian texts from the 15th century, such as *thæssa høghtidhs sidher* ‘these holiday customs’ in The Old Swedish Legendary (cf. *Fornsvenska legendariet*, #10, 775), and *helga sidher* ‘holy customs’ in The Legend of St Catherine (cf. *Aff helga fru kadrin sancte birgitte dotter*, #538). Some examples are also found in the Gustav Vasa Bible, such as *theras fädhers sedher, hwilke monga gudhar hadhe* ‘their fathers’ customs, which had many gods’ (Judith 5:8).

Another interesting expression that often occurs in the Swedish corpus is ‘good old ingrained customs’, which, like the ON. term *siðr*, was used in both secular and religious contexts. (Several examples are given in Pahlmblad 2001, 367ff. and Berntson 2003, 283–9, with notes). For example, a treaty between Sweden and Denmark from 1438 established that ‘each kingdom will retain its name, law, rights, privileges, freedom and good old ingrained customs, both spiritual and secular [godhe gamble sedhwane, badhe andelighe ok werildzlighe]’ (*STFM* 3, 1895, 181). The phrase ‘good old ingrained customs’ does not in these cases refer to customs and ways in general; instead, it has the fundamental meaning of ‘customary law’. The use of *sedhvenia* (‘ingrained custom’, from now on translated as ‘custom’) in the sense of ‘religion, religious tradition’ was salient to the conflict between the Protestant reformers and the representatives of the old order during the first half of the 16th century in Sweden. The expression ‘good old customs’ comprised church life as a whole, as regulated by both inherited popular customary law and official practice (Pahlmblad 2001, 368f.), and, to further stress this religious aspect, a modifier, ‘Christian’, as in ‘good old Christian customs’, could also be added to the phrase (Berntson 2003, 283–9).

There are many examples. In a letter of protest from the mayor and council in the town of Jönköping to the people in Västergötland Province, dated 4 April 1529, King Gustav Vasa was accused of having ‘degraded and disrespected the sacraments and the good old Christian customs [Sacramenthen och then gode gamble Cristelige Sedwânie] that have been used for the benefit of every Christian person and for the blessing of our poor souls’
(KGR 2, 1864, 357). To avoid rebellion, King Gustav repeatedly promised to respect the old Christian customs. In a letter replying to the people of Västergötland he assured them ‘that all good old Christian customs [goda gambla cristeliga Seduenior] will be strengthened and maintained and that no heresy or heretical sermons will penetrate the kingdom’ (KGR 6, 1875, 83). Gustav wrote to the commoners in Småland Province that he intended to respect the country’s ‘good old Christian customs’ (gode gamble christelige sedwenior) and that ‘every man may believe and preach what he feels is right and good and that as regards monasteries, monks and nuns, too, all the old customs [gamle sedwenione] will be retained which the common man considers good’ (KGR 4, 1868, 88). Nonetheless, Gustav Vasa implemented the Reformation, but not until he had consulted some Swedish theologians as to ‘whether one may disregard those aspects of holy men’s teachings and the churches’ ways and customs [kyrkiones brukningar och sidhwenior] that are not supported by the Word of God’ (OPSS 1, 1914, 228). While the theologian Peder Galle defended the preservation of the old traditions that had been respected for generations ‘and have long been the churches’ adequate and godly ways and customs [och lenge haffuer warit kyrkiones skäliga och gudheliga brukningar och sedhwänior]’ (OPSS 1, 1914, 230), the reformer Olaus Petri claimed that one had to distinguish between the Word of God and ‘the external ways and ceremonies of the churches [kyrkiones vtwartes brukningar eller ceremonier]’ (OPSS 1, 1914, 237), and that one should be able to disregard ‘the churches’ ways and customs that are not supported by the true Word of God [kyrkiones brukningar eller seduenior som jcke haffuer retzliga gudz ordh for sich]’ (OPSS 1, 1914, 230).

**Siðr from emic term to etic concept**

It is generally acknowledged that the use of emic terms in academic research does not in itself eliminate ethnocentric biases and misunderstandings. The researcher and the people who are the subject of the study usually do not share the same cultural and contextual pre-understanding. The latter do not analyse, systematise, structure, and categorise themselves and the world in which they live as the researcher does. The informants assign different semantic content and values to the terms than the researcher, and while different informants use their terms in various ways, the researcher usually assigns one variant a higher priority than the others. In other words, the researcher is interested in an intercultural understanding, which is why all the terminology he or she uses will be modified to suit this purpose, regardless
of whether the terms have been taken from the native vocabulary or from a Western academic nomenclature (cf. McCutcheon 2000, Paden 2000, Jensen 2001, 2003, 108–12). In his discussion on emic terms and etic concepts Russell T. McCutcheon exemplifies this with the Hindu concepts bhakti (approx. ‘devotion to one’s deity’) and pūjā (approx. ‘daily orthopraxy’):

Simply put, as soon as bhakti and puja come from our mouths and pens, they become something entirely different than what they once might have been – for they are now part of an analytic, comparative vocabulary – whether used to understand or explain – rather than a way of life. (McCutcheon 2000, 301).

What McCutcheon demonstrates with bhakti and puja is also relevant to the academic usage of siðr and its cognates. Admittedly, most researchers who emphasise siðr are not really using the word as an actual academic concept (but see below), but rather as an instrument to problematise – or even as an argument to abandon – the concept of religion in studies of pre-Christian Scandinavia. However, in this negative context the word siðr is usually stressed only in a very circumscribed sense, which is implicitly adapted to the academic critique of the concept of religion.

To clarify this, let me recapitulate. The words ON. siðr, siðvenja, OSw. Sīper, and MSw. sedh, sedhvenia were used in Scandinavian vernacular languages in both the Viking and Middle Ages. The words had broad and various meanings in both periods. There was no vernacular equivalent to the modern use of the word religion in either era. The word siðr and its cognates were used partly in the sense of ‘ingrained religious behaviour, religious tradition(s), religious custom’ in both periods. Hence, sources mention both forn or haððinn siðr (‘old, heathen custom’) in the Viking Age, and ný or kristinn siðr (‘new, Christian custom’) in the medieval Catholic period.

Since the prerequisites are fundamentally the same in both periods, it would be inconsistent to treat the words siðr and religion differently in studies of the Viking Age and the Middle Ages. However, this is exactly what has often been done. While medieval Catholic Christianity is always conceptualised as religion, the word siðr is usually emphasised in the very limited sense of pre-Christian ritual and spiritual behaviour (although cf. Blomkvist 2016).

Clearly, the emic-etic problem is relevant here. In a very broad sense the emic terms siðr and its cognates encompassed the common ingrained custom, the conventional way of life. Thus, the þing assembly and its judicial activities took place in accordance with the siðr. Inheritance and
partition of land were regulated in accordance with the *siðr*, and so on (cf. Sundqvist 2005). Why then are all these dimensions of the pre-Christian *siðr* not juxtaposed with medieval Christian *religion*? Why do pre-Christian myths, conceptions, and depictions of the gods, sacrificial practices, burial customs, and the veneration of the dead represent the particular dimension of the pre-Christian *siðr* that is contrasted with medieval Christian *religion*? The answer, of course, is that this limited selection of comparisons is implicitly justified through analogies and through family resemblance to similar forms of cultural element from other parts of the world, which, from a general religious history perspective are commonly recognised as aspects of religion in the first place.

**Popular *siðr* and church *religion* in the Middle Ages?**

Of those who have experimented with the possibility of replacing the general concept of *religion* with *siðr*, few have problematised the difficulties that may arise when emic terms are transformed into etic concepts. As far as I know, the only researcher who has discussed this theoretical problem is the historian of religion Torsten Blomkvist (2002, 2009, 2016). In a study on the Christianisation of the Swedish island of Gotland during the Viking and medieval periods Blomkvist initially proposed that the emic term *siðr* could form the basis of a more analytical concept, *ritualised tradition*, the use of which he, for analytical reasons, delimited to the study of pre-Christian times (Blomkvist 2002). In a subsequent study he instead uses the term *siðr* itself as an analytical concept and category, defined as ‘ritualised traditions’ (Blomkvist 2009). He then contrasts this analytical concept and category of *siðr* ‘ritualised traditions’ with the concept and category of *religion*, which he defines ‘in the usual way as the relation between man and God/gods’ (Blomkvist 2009, 196 (quotation), 207, similar 2002, 17, 196). He also suggests that the relationship between man and God/gods must be institutionalised, which he states was not the case on Gotland prior to the introduction of the Christian Church. He therefore only uses *religion* for (institutionalised)

---

8 Later, Blomkvist (2016, 149–158) instead defines this analytical concept and category of *siðr* as Sw. ‘*ordningsskapande*’, roughly ‘[way to] create order’. As a means for analysis, he stresses that *siðr* can be applied without ‘any claims to cover every way [the word] *siðr* might have been used during the Viking age. The analytical category is, in this sense, separated from an empirical level’ (quotation, 152, translated from Swedish: ‘*Eftersom begreppet används som analytisk kategori gör definitionen inget anspråk på att täcka in alla de sätt siðr kan ha använts under vikingatiden. Den analytiska kategorin är i den meningen åtskild från en empirisk nivå.*’
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medieval Christianity (Blomkvist 2002, 16–22, 195f., 2009, 194ff.).

However, as this narrow definition of *religion* excludes originally pre-Christian religious customs that lived on in the Middle Ages without being sanctioned and institutionalised by the church, Blomkvist proposes that researchers studying medieval Catholic religious traditions in Scandinavia are in fact analysing both *siðr* and *religion*.10

Although Blomkvist generally argues against the use of *religion* as a universal concept, the model that he proposes appears largely to be a contextually formed variant of the old dichotomy of *religion* and *popular* or *folk religion*. In this opposition *religion* usually refers to an officially institutionalised (and often text-based) religious system such as the Christian Church with its theologically established interpretations of correct doctrine and practice, while *popular* or *folk religion* refers to a type of religion that is more practically adapted to the world in which people live. Popular/folk religion in this sense can refer either to what is known as an indigenous religion (such as Old Norse religion) or to a more syncretistic variant comprising both indigenous traditions and localised elements of a dominant religion (such as medieval popular religious traditions not formally sanctioned by the church) (cf. Vrijhof & Waardenburg (eds) 1979, Badone (ed.) 1990, Anttonen 1992, 2004, Jolly 1996). However, as the two analytical opposites *religion* and *popular/folk religion* cannot be separated in practice, this model has rightly been criticised (cf. e.g. Hall 1997, vii–ix, Saler 2000: 33–50, Rydving 2004; McGuire 2008, 45ff.).

The critique of the categorical distinction between religion and popular/folk religion is in my view also relevant to the suggested division between institutionalised medieval *religion* and pre-Christian and popular medieval *siðr*. As Christianity gradually spread across Scandinavia, and its kingdoms successively became parts of the Christian world, indigenous beliefs and practices intermingled with Christian ideas and customs brought to Scandinavia by missionaries, priests, and monks, as well as by travellers, traders, and craftsmen. Parts of this Christian religion subsequently constituted the formal *traditio* of the medieval Catholic Church. Parts found their place in popular Catholic religiosity. For today’s researchers all these customs might seem of diverse origin, springing from Christian, Graeco-Roman, Celtic, and Germanic traditions. However, the people of medieval Scandinavia did not recognise them in this way. They probably experienced the complex of

---

9 This analytical model has been criticised at length by Lindberg (2009).
10 Blomkvist & Sundqvist 2006, 35. I assume that this is Blomkvist’s suggestion, since Sundqvist uses *religion* as a general heuristic concept throughout the rest of his research.
Christian ideas and practices holistically, as a naturally integrated part of their world. Regardless of their background, the traditions were conceived of as Christian because they were accompanied by Christian words and ideas that sanctified and validated them (cf. Hultgård 1992, compare Jolly 1996). Accordingly, the formal *traditio* of the church and the popular traditions in people’s daily life formed a lived religious continuum, a connected whole, which was designated in medieval Scandinavian vernacular languages as the Catholic Christian *siðr, sedh*, or *sedhvenia*. It was not until the 16th century that Lutheran reformers generally introduced the word *religion* into vernacular Scandinavian languages. It was generally held by this first generation of Scandinavian Protestants that many Catholic ‘customs’ were not proper Christian religion.

The concepts of *siðr* and *religion* as an implicitly two-tier model

Medieval Catholic Christianity was a heterogeneous phenomenon. There were major differences between ethnic groups and geographical regions, between monastic orders, priests, and laypeople, between theology and lived religion, between how Christianity was practised in rural and urban areas, between professions and between livelihoods. At no point during the Middle Ages did Christianity constitute its own sphere separate from other aspects of people’s lives, be it in the fields of politics, the military, the economy and trade, farming, health and remedies, rules of life and penance, etc. The institution of the church and its formal Catholic theology, liturgy, ceremonial, and dogma formed an essential part of medieval Catholicism, yet medieval Christianity was much more than this. To most people the popular Catholic customs of everyday life, which had been passed down from one generation to the next, were often no less significant than attending the Latin mass or the religious professionals’ theology and ceremonial.

This, then, gives rise to an essential question: who’s aspects of medieval religiosity do we allow to represent medieval Catholicism if we conceptually or even categorically separate the medieval institutionalised *religion* of the Catholic church from medieval popular (religious) *siðr*? I have touched on this issue above. A theoretical framework that postulates that the concept of *religion* only comprises a form of institutionalised church organisation, theology, dogma, liturgy, and ceremonial excludes essential parts of medieval popular Catholicism (cf. Vrijhof & Waardenburg 1979, Badone 1990, Dupré & Saliers 2000). As the historian of religion Anders Hultgård puts it, ‘popular religion in medieval and later Scandinavia ... has the same right
to be called Christianity as the official and normative religion’. Hultgård discusses certain pre-Christian traditions which, through processes of syncretism and acculturation, were adapted by the medieval church and came to constitute essential elements of popular Christianity.

Were these pre-Christian customs not expressions of religion until they were assigned a Christian frame of reference? This rhetorical question of course indirectly touches on a famously longstanding problem of principle within the study of religion. For example, as early as the 1920s, Paul Radin (1927) emphasised that Western evolutionist anthropologists used to compare non-comparable groups with each other to demonstrate how allegedly primitive the colonised indigenous peoples were. Colloquial cultural expressions and trains of thought among the indigenous peoples in the colonies were compared to the lifestyles and philosophical discussions of the intellectual elite in the West. The everyday religious expressions of the indigenous peoples were compared to the institutionalised religious practices and theology of the church. Radin quite rightly pointed to the imbalance of such comparisons. First, most religions lacked precisely the degree of institutionalisation and theological canonisation that characterised the Christian church, so naturally the indigenous peoples lost out in such a comparison. Second, it was misleading to compare the theology and ceremonial of the Christian elite with the everyday religious practices of colonised peoples. As Radin observed, the outcome would undoubtedly have been different if the anthropologists had instead either focused on the existential speculations of religious specialists within each community or compared the studied peoples’ religions with phenomenologically more equivalent expressions of the European population’s everyday religion, of their popular faith, lore, and customs.

That said, I certainly do not imply that scholars who emphasise the vernacular term siðr while criticising the use of the concept of religion in studies of pre-Christian Scandinavia are biased in evolutionistic terms. However, the basic problem to which Radin pointed is actually similar to the issue discussed here. Apart from the fact that the conceptual distinction between popular siðr and institutionalised church religion is highly misleading, since the words ON. siðr, sidvenja, OSw. Siþer, and MSw. sedh, sedhvenia denoted both popular and formal Christianity in vernacular languages in medieval Scandinavia, there is a problematic imbalance involved in the categorical distinction between medieval Christian popular religious siðr and formal

11 Hultgård 1992, 76, quotation from Sw. “Medeltidens och senare perioders folkliga religion i Norden ... har lika stor rätt att kallas kristendom som den officiella och normativa religionen.”
**Siðr as lived religion**

In conclusion, let me briefly return to my introduction. As mentioned, some researchers of pre-Christian Scandinavia are of the opinion that the general concept of *religion* is problematic – allegedly unlike the ‘emic’ concept of (religious) *siðr*, which is almost never problematised – because it implies some sort of institutionalised Christocentric monolith. This principal difference between *siðr* and *religion* has been even further emphasised by those who suggest a categorical distinction between pre-Christian (religious) *siðr* and medieval Christian *religion*. However, I argue above that this dichotomy between *siðr* and *religion* is fundamentally misleading for two reasons. First, the separation of popular (religious) *siðr* and formal *religion* presupposes an implicitly or explicitly two-tier model which does not represent the lived religion among commoners or the elite in Viking and medieval Scandinavia. Second, the conceptualisation of pre-Christian (religious) *siðr* and medieval Christian *religion* is highly asynchronistic, since the Scandinavian vernacular words *siðr*, *sedhvenia*, and their cognates denoted both popular and formal Christianity in the Catholic Middle Ages.

As also stated in the introduction, I use (*lived*) *religion* throughout the paper heuristically as an inclusive cultural-historical concept comprising all the religious aspects of life. To use the words of my introduction, the study of lived religion is the study of religion both inside and outside the formal religious institutions, among lay people and religious experts, in both the private and public spheres. It involves the religious aspects of everyday life and those of formal festivals and special events, and it includes both personal beliefs and official theology, as well as mundane routines and official ceremonial.

The open and inclusive concept and category of *lived religion* thus comprises everything that can be construed as the religious aspects of ON. *siðr*, OSw. *siþer*, and MSw. *sedh, sedvenia* in both Viking and medieval Scandinavia. For most people pre-Christian indigenous religion, as well as medieval popular and official Christianity, constituted natural, ingrained elements of traditional life, passed down through generations. The vernacular words...
siðr, sedhvenia, and their cognates are linguistic manifestations of this. In my view, therefore, the heuristic concept of (lived) religion and the vernacular term siðr and its cognates are best used complementarily in the study of both Viking and medieval Scandinavia.

***
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